THE OUTSTANDING MAPÚAN (TOM)
The Outstanding Mapúan (TOM) is a joint and annual project of the Mapúa Institute of
Technology (MIT) and the National Association of Mapúa Alumni (NAMA).
The TOM primarily seeks to give due recognition to the alumni of MIT who have excelled in their profession or vocation, or have made
outstanding contributions to the welfare of the school, the community, the country and / or the world.
The project aims to focus the attention of the MIT alumni and the public on these achievements so they may serve as inspiration to
everybody. MIT and NAMA pay tribute to these alumni every year.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Professional Field of Practice in
CIVIL ENGINEERING
FRANCISCO L. RAMOS
B.S. - C..E. 1959
Born in August 10, 1935, Francisco L. Ramos, the founder and president
of F. L. Ramos Construction Co., Inc. grew up in the town of Licab, Nueva
Ecija. Seeking a future in the field of engineering and construction, he
moved to Manila where he became a working student, working full
time as a timekeeper and warehouseman while in college. Because of
the demands of his work, Frank had to shift from the University of the
Philippines to the night classes at Mapua Institute of Technology.
After graduating in 1959, Frank held a series of jobs – as an assistant
project engineer and then as project engineer for Mariano Sideco
Construction, and as Operations Manager for Continental Construction
Co., Inc. In 1965, he made the single most important career move in his
life by putting up his own construction company which later become
F. L. Ramos Construction Co., Inc. in 1970 with PCAB, AAA License
# 210 and with a starting Capitalization of Forty Five Thousand Pesos
(P45,000.00).
His life has never been the same since then. His projects and business trips brought him around and outside of the country. He took every
opportunity to keep himself abreast of trends in construction methods and business practices. Among the notable projects of FL Ramos
Construction Co. Inc., are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

a – Part by Part Warehouse & Assembly Plant (Phase II) Ford Motor Company Phil. Inc.
b – 40 Ton Capacity North Feed Mills Plant Facilities – Purefoods Corporation
c- Hachery Plant – Sta. Maria Bulacan, Purefoods Corporation
d – Sta. Ana Villas, Phil. Dev. & Industrial Corp.
e - Woodside Homes, High End Housing Project Hemady St., Quezon City– Ayala Land Inc.
f - Sparrmand Realty Dev. Corp. – Tordesillas St., Salcedo Village, Makati
g - UPV Wet & Dry Fish Laboratory – Univ. of the Philippines in the Visayas
h – Avenue Square Mall & Hotel – Magsaysay Ave. Naga City
I – Francisco Elizalde & Sophie Zobel-Elizalde Residence, Dasmarinas Village, Makati
J – Hunungan Beach Resort, Caramoan, Camarines Sur
K – 21 Hectares – Gran Seville Subdivision, Stateland Inc., Brgy. Banlic Cabuyao, Laguna

Outside of his entrepreneurial work, Frank devoted time to numerous professional and civic organizations such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Past Vice President: Philippine Constructors Association, Inc.
Past Charter President : The Rotary Club of Downtown San Juan
Past President: Philippine Institute of Civil Engineering
Past President: Mapua Institute of Technology (MIT), Civil Engineering, Environmental Engineering & Sanitary
Engineering Association
Past Director: National Mapua Alumni Association
Member and Board of Trustees: Architectural Center Club, Inc.		
Past Director: National Mapua Alumni Association
Past National President Couple: Christian Family Movement Foundation for 8 years
Authorized Managing Officers (AMO)
Operations Manager, Continental Construction Co., Inc.
Construction Managers, C.M.D.F.

Also a proud family man, Frank is a husband to Mrs. Aurora “Nini” Siquijor Ramos; a father to sons Dr. Nemesio and Ramon and daughter
Penafrancia. Nini has contributed to the success of FL Ramos Construction in her role VP for Finance and Administration and Treasurer.
Frank has been blessed not only with a successful career in construction, he has a caring family behind him.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Professional Field of Practice in
SANITARY ENGINEERING
REYNALDO R. MEDINA, PhD.
B.S. - C..E. 1975, E.N.S.E. 1976
Dr. Medina enrolled in the Mapúa Institute of Technology
completing degrees in Bachelor of Science in Civil Engineering
and Bachelor of Science in Environmental and Sanitary
Engineering in the years 1975 and 1976, respectively. His
excellent work and contribution in his alma mater was
rewarded in 2005 when he received the Outstanding Alumnus
Award in Water Resources through the MIT CE-EnSE Alumni
Association, Inc. He furthered his studies in the University
of the Philippines, Diliman taking up Master of Engineering
in Civil Engineering-Water Resources as a scholar of the
Philippine National Water Resources Council.
He qualified as a Monbusho Scholar (Japan’s Ministry of Education and Culture) at Kyushu University in 1982.
Here, he undertook his second Masteral Degree (1985) and Doctorate Degree (1989) both on Hydraulic Civil
Engineering. He produced several publications based on The Studies on the Analysis and Control of Hydrologic
Phenomena Using Filtering Theory and recently he co-authored some papers based on The Basic Study on
Flood Management Assessment in Metro Manila, Philippines.
Returning to the Philippines, Dr. Medina established an engineering consulting firm for various Water Resources
Engineering projects. Dr. Medina completed projects both in the Philippines, Madagascar, Thailand and Japan,
becoming one of the first Non-Japanese members of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) Study
Team. In 1992, Dr. Medina, together with his trusted friend, Engr. Jose C. Agustin established Woodfields
Engineers Company (WEC). With Woodfields’ success, it spun off to further to Woodfields International,
LLC registered in the United States. Through Dr. Medina’s leadership, Woodfields has expanded from Water
Resources Engineering to other fields of civil, sanitary and environmental engineering.
Attaining such success, Dr. Medina ventured out to related businesses. ECH2O Corporation, and Ecology and
Water technology provided was established in 2010 and Solid Firmament Construction, Inc. in 2017. In 2015,
a joint venture with a Japanese consulting firm was established, calling it EXRI Consulting Philippines, Inc.
(EXPH), dealing with energy and environment projects.
With all his achievements, he celebrates most becoming a loving and caring father to five successful children and
a grandfather to his four adorable grandchildren. For Dr. Medina, the love and support of his family continues
to inspire him in moving forward and excelling in his profession.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Professional Field of Practice in
MANAGEMENT and INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING
AMELITA F. TAMAYO
B.S. - M.I.E 1984

A job in marketing, more so in the financial industry, was not part of her career plans. A
Gold Medalist with a degree in Management and Industrial Engineering from the Mapua
Institute of Technology, she was expected to join the field of engineering after graduating
on top of her class in 1984. Yet, Amelita F. Tamayo, SVP and Chief Marketing Officer of
the country’s largest mutual life insurance company, Insular Life, spent most of her career
marketing financial instruments.
She found it interesting, and not any less challenging, to market products which she describes
to be the “key to wealth”. She credits her educational background to have provided the needed
discipline for the mathematical and logical preparation needed for her job. She attributes to
curiosity and lifelong interest the creative talent needed to produce a compelling message so
people will understand and appreciate what many consider as complicated, highly technical
financial instruments.
In the book “Tipping Point”, Malcolm Gladwell wrote “where you spend your time on, you
gain expertise therein” and he computed the tipping point to be an exertion of effort or
practice of at least 10,000 times. Amy may have unknowingly practiced this principle,
spending countless hours in the Mapua study hall, eventually landing for herself the Award
for Top MIE student twice. Her conscientiousness was a discipline she brought with her at
work where she embraced a love for lifelong study.
Most people will ask “what does a Management and Industrial Engineering graduate do in
insurance?”. A lot, actually. Most of them in business operations and a few, like Amy, in
Marketing. For Risk mitigation and the calculation of lifetime financial flows is math in
action, and the MIE degree enables understanding.
To earn the right to be where she is in right now, Amy needed to finish a 10-part exam in
Life Insurance Management from the Life Insurance Management Research Association (LIMRA) in the USA. She earned
her LOMA Fellow designation with honors in 2006.
Determined to reach as many Filipinos with the voice of hope for a financially secure future, Amy ventured into the study of
Digital Marketing in 2010 “we did not grow up using this tool but I need to understand how it works in order to use the medium
as an effective means of communication to get the message of financial security across to the millennials”, Amy shares. Today,
she holds the designation Certified Digital Marketer (CDM), probably the only one to have received it in her 50s.
To formalize her credentials, she took the Management Development Program (MDP) at the AIM and finished it with honors
in 2012.
In 2015, she was promoted as Senior Vice President and Chief Marketing Officer and with it came appointments in various
committees and extra-curricular work both at work and in the insurance industry. She was recently inducted as Head of the
Marketing Committee of the Philippine Life Insurance Association (PLIA) in 2018, after having served as member- in 2016
and 2017.

Amy’s numerous involvements keep her pre-occupied but considers her sons as her best work. Blessed with
two boys, she is most at ease in her family home playing gameboards or cooking side-by-side with them. She
considers her faith at the core of everything in her life “I never intended to do the things I did to win an award
but if my career and life journey can serve as an inspiration to others, the nomination as one of the Top Mapuans
is an honor my family and I truly cherish. Let me however say that in anything and in everything, my work and
my achievements were in honor of our God. To Him be the glory!”, says Amy.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Special Field of Endeavor in
MANAGEMENT
RICHARD S. LIM
B.S. - C. P. E.. 1988
Mr. Richard is the President of Sun Life Grepa
Financial, Inc. (Sun Life Grepa), taking up the post
in 2015. He is also the President and CEO of both
Grepa Life Financial Assurance Corporation, and
Grepalife Asset Management Corporation.
Prior to joining Sun Life Grepa, Mr. Lim joined sun
Life in 1990 as Operataions supervisor at the Sun
Life Asia Pacific Information Systems Department,
rapidly climbing the ranks until he became
Director of Computing Services in 1999, and
then Director of Individual Insurance and Wealth
Accumulation Systems. He was transferred to the
Philippine operation of Sun Life Financial where
he was appointed Vice-President of Information
Technology in 2006. He served a secondment to
P.T. Sun Life Indonesia Services from 2006 to 2010,
where Mr. Lim and his teams were nominated and
received several awards in the prestigious Sun Life
CEO Excellence Awards.
Upon joining Sun Life Grepa Financial, Mr. Lim continued to receive more accolades
for his achievements. During his stint as Sun Life Grepa Financial Operating Officer,
he supervised the seamless integration of Sun Life Philippines’ and Grepalife Financials’
offices to help form the Sun Life Grepa joint venture. Then as Sun Life Grapa Financial
Chief Bancassurance Officer, he led the remarkable growth of the bancassurance business
and was responsible for the significant increase in the company’s market share in 2013. For
these outstanding accomplishments he received the Sun Life CEO Excellence Award.
Mr. Lim graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Computer Engineering from the Mapúa
Institute of Technology. He was awarded the designation Master Fellow, Life Management
Institute and also Associate, Customer Service by the Life Office Management Association.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Special Field of Endeavor in
COMMUNIY SERVICE
SONIA S. MENDOZA
B.S. - CHM.. 1966
Ms. Sonia Sales-Mendoza is a respected leader among
environmental groups, and has an excellent track record in
community organizing, especially in the promotion and practice
of ecological waste management per Republic Act 9003 (RA
9003) or the Ecological solid Waste Management Act of 2000.
Ms. Mendoza is a B.S. Chemistry 1966 graduate of the Mapúa
Institute of Technology, now known as Mapúa University. She is
a founding member of the For Love of Mother Earth, Inc., a.k.a.
Mother Earth Foundation and is now its chairman. Mother
Earth Foundation (MEF) is a non-stock, non-profit NGO (Nongovernment Organization) actively engaged in addressing
waste and toxic pollution, climate change, and other health
and environmental justice issues. It is also best known for its
community-based advocacy of zero waste.

She has lectured, trained, and conducted workshops in the different levels of LGUs (Local
Government Units), schools and various sectors of society to promote ecological solid waste
management to reduce waste, conserve our finite resources for the future generation, and
protect our environment. It is a mitigation measure in Climate Change by preventing the
formation of methane gas, which is 23 times more potent than carbon dioxide in creating
greenhouse gases responsible for global warming and climate change.
Her household practices RA 9003; segregates at source, sells the recyclables to the junk shop,
special waste such as alkaline batteries, empty ink printer cartridges, busted lamps are not
mixed with household waste and given to the city trucks for proper management.
She was married to the late Luis Antonio C. Mendoza, MIT ChE 1966 and has four (4)
children and five (5) grandchildren.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Special Field of Endeavor in
GOVERNMENT SERVICE
DONATO D. MARCOS
B.S. - E.M.. 1986
Engr. Donato Dionisio Marcos of “Doning” to friends embodies the spirit of a
Mapúan, a builder not only of infrastructures but also of communities and all
its socio-economic support structure. He compares life to a roller coaster, but
believes that one should continue to persevere and work hard to attain life’s goals
and not burdened by its problems and challenges.
He was born on June 7, 1963 in the small town of Paombong in Bulacan. His
father, Marcelino L. Marcos is a fish farmer while his mother, Petrnila J. Dionisio
took care of the household and rearing the Marcos brood. The youthful life of
Engr. Marcos was all smooth sailing until the crash of his father’s fish farming
business.
The young Doning was forced to wrl hard as a utility person of a
fastfood chain in order to support his college studies. From his workplace in
Quiapo, he would just walk to Intramuros to save money and be ale to attend
his classes. Life was not easy for the young Doning but he did not give up. He
finished his Mining Engineering degree in 1986 and set-up a small construction
business. From his early small projects, he steadily built up his business and
starter diversifying in aquaculture, animal raising and poultry. The contract
growing business grew tremendously by employing modern methods to ensure
optimum fowl growth and is now one of the country’s biggest suppliers. His
background in mining engineering was put to good use when he engaged in
quarry operations and ensured a steady and cheap supply of raw materials to
his construction projects. His very good business acumen was recognized
by the Jaycees International Philippines and bestowed him the Community
Outstanding Young Achiever in 1994.
He ran as Mayor in 1995 but his attempt was a failure. He won the Vice Mayor post in 2004 and 8 months later assumed the top
post when the Mayor suddenly passed away. His town benefitted much from the many infrastructure and socio-economic projects he
implemented. This earned the nod of the Department of Interior and Local Government (DILG) and he became s National Award recipient
of the Seal of Good Housekeeping in 2011.
The leadership, technical adeptness, and unrelenting energy of Engr. Marcos and the success of his projects did not go unnoticed
by his peers in the League of Municipalities of the Philippines (LMP) and was elected as its National President for 2012-2013. He was
designated by LMP as its President Emeritus from 2013 to present.
Despite his success in business and in the political front, he continued to pursue higher education and completed his degree in
Master in Public Administration (MPA) at the Manuel L. Quezon University and received the Most Outstanding Alumnus Award in 2013
by MLQU’s Graduate Studies. He is currently enrolled and pursuing a Doctorate in Public Administration (DPA) in the same university.
Engr. Marcos’ passionate dedication in pursuing community based and well-engineered project were spotted by ranking government
officials, and was offered the Undersecretary position in the Department of Energy in 2014. His current post focuses on energy utilization
management, alternative fuels technology, energy efficiency and conservation, energy resource development, liquefied natural gas industry
birthing and study. He is currently the Chairman of the Nuclear Energy Program Implementation Organization (NEPIO) tasked to study
the nuclear energy option in power generation.
He is married to Maryanne Panganiban Marcos and is blessed three children Ian Mark, James Princess Anne. The desire to serve
the community has extended to his wife Maryanne, who is now the newly elected Mayor of Paombong, Bulacan.
The simple son from a small town dared to dream big and proved that with efficient planning, hard work and determination,
nothing is impossible.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Special Field of Endeavor in
GOVERNMENT SERVICE
MA. AURORA R. LUMAQUE - CRUZ
B.S. - CH.E. 1965
Engr. Ma. Aurora R. Lumaque-Cruz was born in Dao, Capiz on 03 November 1943. On 05 January
1966, she graduated from MIT with a bachelor’s degree in Chemical Engineering (BSChE) and
passed the Licensure Examination for Chemical Engineers in 1968. She completed the academic
requirements for a Master in Public Administration (MPA) from the PWU Graduate School in
1973 and obtained her Masters degree in Management (MM) at the PCU on 22 May 1992. As a
Central Bank scholar, Rory completed her course of studies in the 15th Advance Bank Management
Program (ABMP) from AIM on 11 October 1991.
Rory is a holder of two (2) third level eligibilities. A Career Executive Service Officer, Rank
IV (CESO IV) conferred on 16 September 1996 by President Fidel V. Ramos and a Career Executive
Officer (CES) Rank IV on 10 September 2007 conferred by CSC Chairman Karina C. David.
On 13 June 1968, Rory became part of the Central Bank of the Philippines (CBP), now Bangko
Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) as Temporary Money Counter of the Cash Department (CD). She
became the department’s Director on 19 July 2005. On 03 January 2007, she became the first ever
Managing Director of the Monetary Stability Sector’s Currency Management Sub-Sector (CMSS),
third highest position in the BSP’s organizational structure.
As head of the Sub-Sector, Rory oversaw cash Management operations and supervises the restructured Cash Department (CD) including the re-structured Currency Issue and Retirement
Office (CIRO) and the three divisions under the Office of the Managing Director (OMD), i.e.
Administrative, Engineering, and Audit and Technical Service. With her strong leadership skills, the
Cash Department was awarded “Best Performing Department in 2006”. Under her stewardship and
management, CD was awarded the ISO 9001:2000 certification from the Certification International
Philippines, Inc. (CIPI) for its Quality Management System in 2006.
In line with the BSP’s advocacy campaign on Clean Note Policy, Revised Reward System and Coin Re-circulation Program, she
spearheaded the intensive information campaign on currency familiarization and counterfeit detection. A Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) was signed between BSP and the Bureau of Custom (BOC) to monitor and prevent the hoarding of the Philippine legal tender
coins for export. The strengthened coordination between the BSP and the NBI, Rory as one of the major collaborators, helped preserved
the integrity of the Philippine currency.
During her term as CMSS head, the CMSS operations were transferred from the Head Office, Manila to its new centralized home
in the Security Plant Complex (SPC) in Quezon City. A move to secure cash accountabilities worth billions of pesos without a single
centavo being lost. It was also then the operations of the Currency Issue and Retirement Office (CIRO) was activated on 22 October 2007.
Under Rory’s strong leadership, CMSS obtained an Integrated Management System (IMS) Certification in 2009 covering: ISO9001 –
Quality Management System (QMS), ISO14001 - Environmental Management System (EMS) and ISO18001 - Occupational Health and
Safety Assessment Series (OHSAS).
She retired from the Government Service on 03 November 2009 after rendering 41 years of meritorious service to the Bank. She was then
immediately hired as a full-time Consultant by the Bank on currency management operations, a position she held up to 2011.

Rory has had her share of social recognition. She was featured in the MOD Magazine on 27 May 1991 in its column
“ Filipina Today “ . The column focuses on lady executives in the public and private sector who excel in their field
of endeavour.
Rory was married to her classmate, the late Engr. Romeo Valencia Cruz. They are blessed with two children,
Rommel and Monica Aurora.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Professional Field of Practice in
ELECTRONICS and COMMUNICATIONS
ENGINEERING
BERNARDO REDONA, PhD
B.S. - E.C.E.. 1992
MEP-ECE 2000
You will find the curriculum vitae of Dr. Bernie Redona quite interesting. His
educational accomplishments will tell you that he is truly TOM awardee material.
In grade school at Malinta Elementary School, he finished Valedictorian. A true
blue Mapúan indeed because during his secondary education at the Mapúa
Institute of Technology (MIT) Pre-Engineering High School, he was at the Top of
his Batch (1987) by finishing Valedictorian. A graduate of Bachelor of Science in
Electronics and Communications Engineering at MIT in 1992, he was honored
Cum Laude and is Gold Medalist as well. In 2002 in his post graduate of Masters
of Engineering-ECE, he completed Summa Cum Laude also at MIT. In pursuit
of higher learning, in 2005 he earned his Doctorate of Management in HRM at
the University of San Jose Recoletos-Cebu, there he was given the distinction of
it Summa Cum Laude.
His first job was at NXP Semiconductors Cabuyao, where he was assistant QA Manager from June 1992 to
October 1998. Then from October 1998 to November 2000 he functioned as Section Manager-Product Quality
Engineering at Amkor Technologies Philippines. After which, he transferred to Fairchild Semiconductors in Cebu,
with the position of Senior Process Engineer-Manager. This dated from November 2000 to November 2003. His
involvement with the academe led him to being a Part-time Professor at Letran Calamba Graduate School from
June 2011 to March 2017 and at the Malayan Colleges of Laguna where he served as a part-time lecturer from
September 2010 to April 2012.
Other citations and awards received (to name a few are): Certificate of Teacher’s Excellence given by Letran
Calamba Graduate School on January 26,2015, Distinguished Alumni Award in the field of ECE awarded by the
Mapua Institute of Technology High School Alumni Association, Inc. dated November 24,2012 and Best Thesis
Adviser honored by Letran Calamba Graduate School in November 3, 2014.
Doc Bernie, as high-school mates fondly call him, is very much involved with his alma mater’s activities.
In High School in particular, he co-founded a group where most of its members are from the Mapúa High-school
batch 1987, which they call Mapagkalingang Mapúan. The organization aims to support shelters for abandoned
and molested children and some institutions for the neglected elderly. He likewise led his MIT High School team
in 1986 in winning the Championship-Battle of the Brains in the defunct TV show of deceased award winning TV
hostess/actress Helen Vela, in Kilometrico Quiz Bee, aired on TV-station RPN Channel 9.
For 15 years now Dr.Bernie continue to fulfill his dreams and does what he does best, at STMicroelectronics
at Calamba where he works as Senior Manager. On the personal forefront, Dr. Bernie is known to be an avid bowler
and a family man. He supports bowling competitions organized by his alma mater, MITHSAAI and NAMA where
he is the Team Captain. He is husband to Nenita Redona and father to kids Kristine (15) and John (8), who enjoy
the company of Dr. Bernie during weekends and holidays. He always finds time to bond with them despite his very
busy schedule both in his field of work and his role in the academe.
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2018 The Outstanding Mapúan in the
Professional Field of Practice in
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ARNEL N. CABUNGCAL
B.S. - CH.E. 1985
Arnel N. Cabungcal is a professional Chemical Engineer
from Mapúa Institute of Technology, with advance studies
on Supply Chain Management from Georgia Institute of
Technology, Thermal Processes from North Carolina State
University and University of Hawaii in Manoa, and has
completed Executive Management Programs from Ateneo
Graduate School of Business, University of the Philippines,
and Asian Institute of Management.
He is also a Quality Engineer and a corporate member of
the American Society of Quality (ASQ) and had affiliations
with International Water Association and Asia Bottled Water
Association.
He has a solid 25 years of experience and technical expertise in Pharmaceutical and Food Manufacturing;
and has international experience in pharmaceutical and beverage process technologies, quality, safety
and environment governance and standards setting, supply chain assessments, validation, training, plant
management, auditing and audit management, implementation of management systems and risk assessment,
Operational Excellence 6-Sigmna).
Among his many achievements are building and validating eight (8) mega-plants in Coca-Cola Southeast Asia,
two with Interphil Laboratories and currently another at United Laboratories; certification of 60 Coca-Cola
plants towards ISO9001, FSSC2200, OSHAS18001, ISO14001 and lately the ASEAN Business Unit to ISO9001;
developing and writing governance and engineering standards of The Coca-Cola Company; being a global
subject matter expert for validation, water and packaged water technologies, thermal process technology sugar
treatment technology; juice, tea and acidified dairy processing, automated inspection technology and powders
dry mix; development and delivery of Technical Training Program for the Coca-Cola system; and Water
“Replenish” Sustainability CSR programs.
During the last 18 years, he served as the Quality, Safety and Environment Director of Coca-Cola ASEAN
covering 12 markets/countries and over 60 manufacturing sites in Southeast Asia, where he is in charge
of End-to-End Supply Chain Quality, Food Safety, Health & Safety, and Sustainability. Currently, he is the
Assistant Vice-President for Manufacturing Operations of United Laboratories, Inc., covering Solids, Liquids,
Parenterals and Health Food plants.
He has been serving as Board of Director of the International Society of Pharmaceutical Engineers (ISPE)Philippine Affiliate and the Royal Cardinals of Mapúa.
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